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ABSTRACT

Surface phonon polaritons in a semi-infinite semiconductor

superlattice bounded by vacuum are studied. The modes associated with

the polaritons are obtained and used to obtain the dispersion relation.

Numerical results show that polariton bands exist between the TO and LO

phonon frequencies, and are found to approach two surface mode

frequencies in the limit of large tangential wave vector. Dependency

of frequencies on the ratio of layer thicknessps is shown. Results

are illustrated by a GaAs-GaP superlattice bounded by vacuum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface polaritons <SP) propagation in superlattices <SL) has been

a. field of great activity over the last few years. This interest has been

motivated by the desire to understand properties of SL which are artificially

fabricated materials consisting of alternating layers of different materials,

say A and B, produced, for example, by HBE (molecular beam epitaxy).

Plasmon type SP have been investigated in A1-A12O3 SL [1] in absence of

retardation, and retardation effects in model metallic SL have been con-

sidered by other authors [2,3,4]. Recently, phonon type SP have been in-

vestigated for an infinite SL of GaAs-GaP including retardation effects [3].

The aim of this paper is to extend investigations into SP properties in a

semi-infinite semiconductor SL occupying the space z > 0 and bounded by

medium C in the region z * 0 as illustrated in Fig.l. The alternating

andlayers A and B are of thicknesses d1

frequency dependent dielectric functions of the form

respectively, and have

where X = A or B, £i(°°) ^s t h e high frequency dielectric function, S^

measures the strength of the resonance and uiyX is the TO phonon frequency.

Medium C is modelled to have a constant frequency independent dielectric

constant €r. The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we consider

TM modes and derive the dispersion relations. Dispersion curves are plotted

by using parameters simulating a semi-infinite GaAs-GaP SL bounded by vacuum.

Sec.Ill will be devoted to a discussion of our results and conclusions.

II. TM MODES AND DISPERSION RELATIONS

TM modes in the geometry illustrated in Fig.l constitute the SP

fields and are solutions of Maxwell's equations with the only non-zero

components being £,„, E.^ and H „ , }. = A,B or C.

In any A layer (nL * z ,£ nL + d,), the polariton electric

field components are given by

(2)
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where

i
L.
dL\ f * * » «

(A)

(5)

(6)

and in B layer (nL + d, 4. z •* (n+l)L) , we obtain

where

rt2 - k
2

IX 3

In region C (z < 0),we have

Cx3zSir)=-

where

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

In Eqs.(2) to (12), k1J( is the parallel (or tangential) wave vector

component which is conserved across any interface, while ct̂ , a^ and

a, are normal components and are not conserved. The wave vector 3 arises

due t.o periodicity in the space z > 0 of the SL. The dielectric functions

^ji(w) and *r_(w) are of the form given in Eq.(l).

By applying boundary conditions of continuity of the tangential

components of the electric fields given by (2), (7) and (10), and normal

displacement vectors at the boundaries 2 - 0 , z = nL and z = nL + d,,

three equivalent versions of the dispersion relations are obtained after

some long algebra as

" ^

or after equating equations (13) and (14),

(13)

(15)

where in (13), (14) and (15) P^ and P^ are given by

P - <£w ,
r, = <=A fa

o(,

(16)

(17)

These results (Eqs.(13) to (17)) reduce to results of Camley and

Hills (1) in the limit of no retardation effects where ^ = ̂  = klx is

applicable, and agree with the results of Szenlcs et al. [4] who consider

plasmon type polaritons. The derived dispersion relations can only be

solved numerically.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this paper are the dispersion relations (Eqs.(13),

(14) and (15)) and their application to phonon type SP in a semi-infinite

SL including retardation effects. As mentioned In the introduction, most of

the work so far . has rather concentrated on plasmon type SP in metallic

superlattlces [1,2,3,4], Our results will be illustrated by parameters

modelling a GaAs-GaP SL (z > 0) and vacuum (€c « 1.0, z < 0). Values for

GaAs are from Blakemore [6], namely €,(«>) » 10.88, S, = 1.97, nu. = 267.5

and GaP values are from Barker [7], with £

-1

ratio = 0.5 and 2.0.

= 9.09, Sn = 2.01,B

d,

In Fig.2 the dispersion curves are plotted as reduced frequency

^"TA V S' klXdl f o r v a r v i n 8 values of pL and the ratio d./d2 = 0.5.

It is found that there are two polariton bands within the frequency range

which is a gap for single infinite crystal, that is
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'TA
(18)

where ui, , is the LO phcmon frequency of layer A of the SL and is given by

••-\..A - I ^AtS±A'-T, (19)

The two polariton bands approach two different frequencies in the

limit of targe ^IV^I ' "^ne upper polariton band approaches a frequency
MSC w n i c n c a n h e recognized as a surface phonon frequency for modes along

the GaAs-vacuum interface if d. •* «>, and is given by (see, for example,

Nkoma et a l . [8])

(- A ,*> <-<- r

C.A.X -/ ( , -

LOrA
( 2 0 )

which for the paraemtt*rs used here gives uv~ = 1.08 q̂>. as is observed on

the curves. The lower polariton band approaches a frequency uloP>
 wn^ch can

bfi recognized as the surface phonon frequency for modes along a GaAs-GaP

interface when d, -> ™ and d, "> », and is given by

In conclusion, this paper has investigated the properties of

phonon polariton modes in a semi-infinite SL modelled by a GaAs-GaP SL

bounded by vacuum. These modes can be investigated by experimental

techniquefsuch as Raman spectroscopy which has been used to investigate

modes in GaAs-Ga, Al As SL [9,10]. Finally, it can be mentioned that an

obvious extension of analysis of SL geometries in infinite !TL [1 to 5]

and semi-infinite SL [1,4J as has been done here, should be to consider

finite size SL, and work along these lines is in progress.
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where

.-/, = -+

+ -J-A

(21)

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

(226)

and giving LÔ .̂  = 1.039 tHj.̂  using values of the present system. The two

polariton bands are even more pronounced in Fig.3 where d̂ d.-, = 2.0,

In Figs.4 and 5, the case for which medium C is the same as B is

considered, that is the SL consists of alternating layers of GaAs and vacuum.

Again, there are two polariton bands, but both approach the same frequency

given by (20), or of course, using (21) with f.^r •* P and u_B + 0.
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Fig.l A semi-infinite semiconductor superlattice consisting of

alternating layers of materials A and B in the region z > 0 and

bounded by a vacuum (z < 0).

Fig.2 Dispersion curves of a semi-infinite GaAs-GaP superlattice

calculated with dj/d, =0.5 and 3L = ir (full curve with open

circles), PL = 0.5 n (full curve with crosses) and £L « 0

(full curve with dots). The lines iusc/(4j,̂  and w^/ui^^

correspond to surface modes when k,y •* <*> .

Fig.3 Same caption as Fig.2, except 2.0.

Fig.4 Dispersion curves of a semi-infinite superlattice consisting of

alternating layers of GaAs-vacuum with d./d*> = 0.5. Caption for

curves same as in Fig.2.

Fig.S Dispersion curves of a semi-infinite superlattice consisting of

alternating layers of GaAs vacuum, with d./d, = 2.0. Only curves

with $L = n (full curve with open circles) ,md fJL = 0.5 v

(full curve with crosses) are shown.
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